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NEWS RELEASE  
 

Point Blank Enterprises to Showcase Latest Protective Solutions and Vehicle Surveillance Technologies at 
SHOT Show 2017 

 

Company’s new body armor and vehicle surveillance platform for the law enforcement, first responder and  
federal markets to take center stage 

 
Pompano Beach, FL, January 12, 2017 – Point Blank Enterprises (“PBE”), the worldwide leader in the production of 
soft body armor and related protective solutions, will be demonstrating its newest innovations in tactical and concealable 
ballistic packages, advanced carrier designs, body worn cameras, and covert surveillance systems at the 2017 Shooting, 
Hunting and Outdoor Trade Show (SHOT Show) taking place January 17-20 at the Sands Expo Center in Las Vegas, 
Nevada.  
 
“We will continue to build our world-class brands with new products that reflect our deep understanding of officers’ 
needs,” stated Michael Foreman, Executive Vice President of International Business Development, Federal Sales and 
Marketing at Point Blank Enterprises. “We’re very excited to highlight our growing portfolio – delivering the most 
innovative products and services that our customers have come to expect; growing even more strategically; and 
strengthening our ability to provide the highest-performing personal safety solutions.” 
 
As more and more agencies across the country and worldwide seek covert vehicle surveillance solutions, Point Blank 
will digitally feature its latest IRIS COVERT Surveillance Platform - designed from the ground up to be the most 
advanced, integrated, and intuitive surveillance platform on the market. The system provides unrivaled run time using the 
latest in Lithium Ion battery technology, unique and fully integrated Point Blank operations software, highest audio and 
video resolution, full 360 degree high definition video and viewing from within the vehicle or remotely from anywhere in 
the world.  The IRIS COVERT system can be provided to customers as a turnkey vehicle, an upgrade package for 
existing vehicles or installed into customer provided vehicles.  
 
The company will also have on display its latest Elite concealable body armor integrated with ArmorVent™ and 
EVAP™ Technology, enhanced OD-C cross-over carriers, an enhanced line of tactical products under the 
PARACLETE® brand which utilizes highly advanced, laser-cut composite materials, and new nylon gear packs.  Point 
Blank has placed a greater emphasis on expanding its tactical product line over the past year and is proud to showcase its 
newest combat systems, which have been tailored to meet the specific needs of tactical units and first response teams, 
nationwide and across the globe. 
 
Advanced material technologies:       

 
 Laser-Cut Technology: Breaking new ground in high performance materials, Point Blank creates an entirely 

new standard by providing a patented, ultra-lightweight, laser-cut fabric for select tactical carriers which has the 
highest rip-stop and strength of any competing fabric on a weight-by-weight and thickness basis.  Engineered to 
withstand extreme environmental conditions while providing lightweight comfort for extended wear, our laser-
cut fabric is ideally suited for tactical operations.   

 
 ArmorVent™ Technology:  ARMORVENT™ with EVAP™ Technology is now available in Point Blank, 

PACA and PARACLETE® concealable, crossover and tactical vests.  ARMORVENT™ utilizes a patent-
pending air channel ventilation pattern which helps to evaporate sweat. It also conducts heat away from the skin, 
prevents growth of bacteria and delivers continuous comfort, regardless of environmental temperature or 
duration of operation.  ARMORVENT™ panels are available in multiple sizes and can be integrated into a 
carrier or purchased as a retrofit kit.   
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Latest tactical armor systems:  
 
 ARMIS 2.0: This highly scalable, advanced carrier system allows tactical units the flexability to configure the 

body armor system to meet mission specific needs.  This includes the option of a quick one-motion release 
system, exclusive HALO buckle system for quick donning and doffing, ultra-lightweight laser-cut fabric option 
and ergonomic design for greater agility and substantially improved range of motion for the operator.  
 

 SOHPC 4.0:  Providing the ultimate combination of protection and adaptability, the new Special Operations 
Hard Plate Carrier 4.0 is designed to allow the operator to gain immediate protection against high powered 
threats. Blending the functionality of a tactical system with the simplicity of a plate carrier, the SOHPC 4.0 
features multiple points of adjustment, optional side pockets for hard armor plates, and maximum load bearing 
capabilities. 

 
 Bikini Plate Carrier: Ultra-light, highly durable and constructed with Point Blank’s ultra-lightweight laser-cut 

technology, the Bikini Plate carrier accommodates Level III or IV hard armor plates and equipment pouches in a 
web-less design.  This extremely strong plate carrier has exceptional load bearing capabilities, optimal 
adjustability and a contoured shape for dynamic movements.    
 

 Chest Rig:  For instant access to essential gear, the PARACLETE® Chest Rig, which is ultra-lightweight (.65 
lbs.), allows an operator to quickly don over existing body armor and deploy equipment with split second 
precision.  The chest rig can accommodate a variety of pouches to hold pistol/rifle mags, med kit and a variety 
of emergency items.  The PARACLETE® Chest rig is simple to use, convenient for any assignment and highly 
adaptive according to your specific needs. 
  

 Pylon Belt: Improve weight distribution while minimizing fatigue by adding the PARACLETE® Pylon Belt to 
tactical vests.  The Pylon Belt is a dynamic load dispersal structure that works by redistributing the weight from 
the shoulders to the pelvic area.  It works with the vertebrae to facilitate torsional flex and 
compression.  Ergonomically designed to contour to the body, the Pylon Belt not only improves the comfort of 
the vest, it also allows the operator to load additional equipment, as needed. Allows for optional ballistic inserts 
for added protection.   
 

 Halo 3 Buckle: Our exclusive HALO 3 Buckle System, (Durable, Aircraft Aluminum, Low profile design), is 
specially engineered for tactical armor systems and plate carriers. It utilizes a patented, slim “H” shape with a 
unique dual independent locking mechanism which allows an operator to easily secure the vest while providing 
a faster deployment option, as well as prohibiting accidental or undesired release. Easy to operate, the HALO 3 
buckles are available via cummerbund or integrated into specific tactical carriers. This system alleviates the 
conventional front cummerbund flap typically available on standard tactical vests. The operator can permanently 
leave the front panel pouches loaded with gear and doff the vest in seconds without moving any equipment. It’s 
fast, easy and highly effective. 
 

High performance shields available with NIJ Level III and III+ protection:  

 ASPIS X and Trifecta X:  Ground breaking in design and unparalleled in functionality, maneuverability and 
overall performance, PARACLETE® offers a full line of ballistic shields available in different sizes, shapes and 
threat levels. Specially designed to provide greater agility for handgun deployment, the Aspis X and Trifecta X 
Shields provide multiple design features and offer exceptional protection against a variety of special threats. 
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Specially engineered riot helmet:  

 ARCH Helmet:  Next generation riot control helmet engineered specially for crowd management, the ARCH 
Helmet is an impact resistant helmet designed to mitigate blunt trauma, and is NIJ Compliant for impact testing. 
The ARCH features three separate easy to use face shield options:  Clear Face Shield, Face Shield with Metal 
Grid, and Gas Mask Face Shield.  The detachable face shield has a liquid seal which prevents fluids from 
seeping into officer’s eyes. Other features include: snap-on nape pad, shock-absorbent foam pads, and a 4-point 
retention system that provides exceptional adjustability for the best comfort and fit. ARCH helmet is 30% lighter 
than leading competition and the option of Picattiny rails for attaching lights and other accessories. 
 

Enhanced Nylon Products:   

 Gear Bag and Day Pack:  Exceptionally sturdy and highly versatile, the PARACLETE® Gear bag offers ample 
storage capabilities, easy carry options and optimal transportability. This no-nonsense gear hauler combines 
traditional styling with modern functionality, designed to carry and organize all your essential equipment, body 
armor and tactical essentials.   PARACLETE® Daypack is specially designed to withstand tough conditions due 
to its extra durable construction. The Day Pack has a large central pocket, two external pockets, and 
compression straps on both sides.  Throw everything you need and keep all your daily essentials organized in 
this highly functional Daypack.  

Foreman continued, “Our PBE team looks forward to demonstrating the latest engineering, design and system 
advancements which address the needs that matter most to the marketplace. SHOT Show is an ideal forum to preview 
our 2017 line-up of solutions and meet with many of our key customers and partners to share insights on industry 
developments and trends.” 
 
The SHOT Show is the largest, all-inclusive trade show for professionals involved with the shooting sports, hunting and 
law enforcement industries. It is the world's foremost exposition of combined firearms, ammunition, law enforcement, 
cutlery, outdoor apparel, optics and related products and services. Professionals from all 50 states and more than 100 
countries are expected to be in attendance. For additional insights, visit www.shotshow.org. 
 
About Point Blank Enterprises, Inc. 
Point Blank Enterprises, Inc. (“PBEI”) is a leading provider of high performance protective solutions, including bullet, 
fragmentation and stab resistant apparel and related accessories. Through its key brands, Point Blank Body Armor, 
Protective Apparel Corporation of America (PACA), Protective Products, PARACLETE®, Advanced Technology Group 
(ATG) and The Protective Group (TPG).  The Company ranks as the largest global supplier of ballistic and soft armor 
systems in the world.  The Company’s ballistic solutions have been credited with saving countless lives for the most 
important customers in the world, including the U.S. Armed Forces, Department of Defense, Federal Government and 
law enforcement, corrections and security personnel, both domestically and abroad.  For more information on our 
Company, please visit our website at www.pointblankenterprises.com. 
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